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Shaping the agriculture
of tomorrow

The 31st edition of the SOMMET DE L’ÉLEVAGE (LIVESTOCK SHOW) will be held
from the 4th to 7th October 2022 in Clermont-Ferrand, France.
Over 1,500 exhibitors, 2,000 animals and almost 100,000 farming industry visitors
are expected at this event, recognised as being one of the biggest livestock
shows in the world.

The SOMMET DE L’ELEVAGE is a not-to-bemissed event for farmers and agri-related
industries. It has, over the years, built a solid
reputation for the quality of the animals on show,
selected for their high genetic value, including beef
and dairy cattle, sheep and horses. In total, more than
70 breeds can be found at the SOMMET in judging
or on show, the finest in French livestock genetics.
Every year, one of the main beef cattle breeds
organises its national championships at the SOMMET.
And this year, it’s the turn of the Charolais breed that
will be under the spotlight in the Zenith d’Auvergne
ring with 400 of the breed’s best cattle in judging over
the 4 days of the show.

With 5 months to go before the opening of the SOMMET, Jacques Chazalet, President
of the show, gives his impressions:
«7 months after the last show, the satisfaction and feeling are the same as ever. The
SOMMET is now recognised as the not-to-be-missed annual farm show! A record number
of exhibitors and visitors are expected this year, mainly due to the new 4-day format, which
allows us to accommodate more people with this additional day. And despite the tough
context of the last few months, I believe
that a crisis does not bring only bad news.
The SOMMET is now
A new economic cycle is beginning, more
focused on our territory, because France
recognised as the
has many advantages to offer in terms of
not-to-be-missed
agriculture and breeding. Positives that
can be discovered or rediscovered, at the
annual farm show
SOMMET DE L’ELEVAGE!”.

Over the years, the SOMMET has established an
international reputation as being resolutely turned
to foreign markets and visitors. This year, that will
feature Mongolia as the guest of honour, should
see a marked return of many foreign visitors to the
show’s aisles.
We must not overlook either that the SOMMET is also
a showcase offering a comprehensive product and
service offer for every sector of livestock production
and farming, and it’s a recognised international
business forum (over 100,000 sales transactions on
average are signed each year during the show), plus
a rich source of information with 70 conferences
and symposiums proposed during the 4 days of the
show, covering the hot topics in agriculture and the
latest farming news.
For this new edition of the SOMMET, the organisers
have chosen to place the event under the sign of farm
transfer by the older generation and their take-over by
new entrants, two major challenges for the renewal
of generations and the future of French agriculture.

For Fabrice Berthon, the show’s General Manager, it’s full steam ahead.
“To date, we are almost fully booked in terms of stand bookings. Our objective of 1,500
exhibitors should be reached for this new edition of the show and I would like to take the
opportunity to invite any final exhibitors to inform us as soon as possible if they wish to
take a stand this year.
Also important, we wanted to place this
year’s SOMMET under the theme of farm
The world forum for
transfer and their take-over by new entrants.
sustainable livestock This is a topic that is particularly close to
our hearts because, in the farming sector,
farming
it is a major concern for the coming years.
Through our event, we aim to throw light on
this issue and heighten the attention of local and national governments to ensure that
efforts are made in this respect.”
Far more than just a trade forum, the SOMMET DE L’ÉLEVAGE is also a fantastic opportunity
to highlight all the issues at stake in agriculture.
And the SOMMET intends becoming the world forum for sustainable livestock farming
for the next decade.

International,
the SOMMET’s
growth focus

The forum for all
the main livestock breeds
Every year, the SOMMET DE L’ÉLEVAGE hosts the very
best of French and European livestock farming with
750 beef cattle, 550 dairy cattle, 400 sheep and 300
horses.
Giving in total, 2,000 animals scrupulously chosen and
prepared that will be judged in the different dedicated
halls throughout the 4 days of the show.
A focus on some of this year’s key events would include:

The Charolais breed National Championships
No. 1 beef breed, by number, in France and Europe, the Charolais breed
organises its national championships in the Grand Ring of the Zenith
d’Auvergne, with almost 400 animals in judging.
Spread over 4 half days, the competition will offer visitors an exceptional
showcase of the diversity of the Charolais breed with animals from farms
all over France.
This prestigious competition includes several key moments
• T
 uesday 4 and Wednesday 5 October 2022:
judging of adult males and females and yearling calves
th

th

• T
 hursday 6th October 2022:
judging of group sections, male and female championships and
auction sale of breeding stock
• F
 riday 7 October 2022:
judging of the livestock with the best indexes, Prix de l’AJEC
(Association of Young Charolais farmers) males and females and
conclusion of the event with a parade of the winning animals
th

Hereford breed European
conference

Simmental European Championship
For this new “Euro-Simmental” championship, 3 countries (Switzerland,
Austria, and Germany) have been invited to participate in the breed’s European
championship. Each country will be represented with 4 of their best cows
making 12 “foreign” cows in total competing against 36 “French” cows in the
Dairy Cattle ring (Hall 2).
The aim of this competition is above all to highlight the breed’s international
aspect. “The Simmental is not just a breed reared in small numbers, it is a
breed that is exported throughout Europe. This is what we want to highlight
by inviting our European colleagues to this event.” As pointed out by Hervé
Vignon, Director of Simmental France.

Proof of the show’s international appeal,
the Hereford breed has decided to hold
its 16th European Conference within the
framework of the SOMMET DE L’ÉLEVAGE.
For the Hereford France Association, the
organiser, this conference will give the
European delegates a moment to meet
and a chance to get to know each other
and discuss. It will also be an opportunity
to communicate all the breed’s major
characteristics.
The programme includes a presentation of
livestock, the conference and farm visits.

It must be said that nothing is left to chance for international visitors!
As well as free entry to the show, the SOMMET will once again stage its International Lounge
within the foyer of the prestigious Zenith d’Auvergne concert hall.
This area of 800 m² is not just a place of welcome, work and relaxation as it also includes a host
of other (free) services including, interpreters, guided visits of the show, the organisation of
B2B meetings with exhibitors, meeting room, prayer room, shuttles to the airport, train station
and hotels.

Contact
Hervé VIGNON
Director of Simmental France
+ 33 (0) 6 08 33 12 06 | h.vignon@simmentalfrance.fr

Going further, the SOMMET’s organisers also arrange for international visitors a full programme
of events including farm visits and a grand gala evening.
Almost 30 farm and agri-industrial site visits including the following types of livestock farms,
beef cattle, milk cattle, sheep, goats, horses, plus an abattoir, a biogas unit, a beef meat research
centre, and a visit to INRA (National Agronomic Research Institute).

Charmois breed National Championships

Giving the international visitor a complete on-site overview of the French livestock sector.

At the same time, the Hereford France
Breed Society will organise its national
championships with 20 of the breed’s best
animals from 15 French farms.

Contact
Pascal BASTIEN
President of the Hereford France
Breed Society
+ 33 (0) 6 15 17 76 10
pascal.bastien@orange.fr

Please note!
Auctions of carefully selected “easy-calving” breeding stock
will be held in the main ring on Thursday 6th October 2022.

3 new Italian breeds

Contact
Mélanie CHOCAT
Communication Manager Herd Book Charolais
+ 33 (0) 6 76 39 87 97 | mchocat@charolaise.fr

Contact
Bernard SALVAT
Manager for the Charmois breed section
within the GEODE sheep breed society
+ 33 (0) 6 07 17 75 83 | bsalvat@arqana.com

In 2019, for example, no fewer than 4,800 foreign visitors travelled from all over the
world to Clermont-Ferrand to visit the SOMMET enhancing the show’s reputation as
one of the world’s biggest specialist livestock shows.

A VIP welcome and a tailor-made programme

At the end of this competition, an auction of all the foreign cows will be
organised, a unique opportunity for French breeders to acquire the very
best of European Simmental genetics.

This year, and for the very first time, the Charmois sheep breed will hold its
national championships with over 50 animals split over 4 sections, adult
rams, young rams, ewes, and ewe lambs.
The aim of the championships is to:
• I ntroduce this highly versatile breed of sheep to farmers
• H
 ighlight the breed’s features of rusticity, conformation, and
butchery aptitudes
• D
 evelop contacts with numerous international farmers visiting the
SOMMET DE L’ÉLEVAGE

Following 2 difficult editions due to the COVID context, the SOMMET is getting ready
to welcome back international exhibitors and visitors in even larger numbers. Year
on year, the number of foreign visitors continues to grow. It is undeniably at an
international level that the SOMMET DE L’ELEVAGE’s growth potential is the most
relevant.

For the first time, under the auspices
of ANABIC (NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
ITALIAN BEEF CATTLE BREEDERS), the
SOMMET welcomes 3 new Italian beef
breeds, the Marchigiana, Chianina and
Romagnola, to the show (Hall 3).

Every year, foreign delegations are also invited to the grand INTERNATIONAL LIVESTOCK EVENING
organised in partnership with FRANCE GÉNÉTIQUE ÉLEVAGE. For one hour, all the animal breeds
present at the show are paraded in the main Zenith d’Auvergne cattle ring, including English
translation and cocktail.
Both Business France and Promosalons agencies, partners of the SOMMET in its international
development, will be present. They have invited forty foreign purchasing managers and buyers
to the show who have been specifically selected for the nature of their livestock investment
projects and will include B2B meetings with exhibitors.

Mongolia - guest of honour, SOMMET DE L’ÉLEVAGE 2022
Mongolia has been chosen as the country guest of honour for this
next edition of the SOMMET 2022.
And the reasons behind this choice are numerous, with an area
of 1.5 million km² and 66 million heads of livestock for 3 million
inhabitants, Mongolia has considerable agricultural potential. The
vast Mongolian steppes make the country a favourite place for
extensive and sustainable livestock farming. 80% of the country
is dedicated to grazing. There are therefore many similarities with
livestock rearing in the French Massif Central region.
Agriculture is also one of the current pillars of Franco-Mongolian trade cooperation.
To promote the richness of its livestock and its farming opportunities to the SOMMET’s visitors,
Mongolia will have its own information stand in the main entrance hall to the show. A conference
and business meetings between investors from Mongolia and French exhibitors are also on the
agenda.

And there’s more…
Farm transfer and their take-over by new entrants,
the focus of the SOMMET 2022

An extra 1,400 m² of exhibition space
for Hall 3

The renewal of generations, over the next ten years, is a cause for concern
for French agriculture. And the figures speak for themselves as nearly one
in three farmers retiring today are not replaced by a new entrant or young
farmer coming into the industry*.
And this is why the organisers of the SOMMET DE L’ELEVAGE have decided to
make the renewal of the farming generation and the transfer of knowledge
the main theme of this year’s show.

For this new edition, the organisers of the SOMMET have rearranged
Hall 3 to provide a better welcome for visitors and improve the quality
of the beef cattle presentations.

The event’s 2022 poster perfectly illustrates this focus. Every year the breed
organising its national championships adorns the show’s official poster;
this year, the Herd Book Charolais and the SOMMET have decided to add a
farmer and his son. Laurent Andriot and his 13-year-old son Maxence were
chosen to stand next to Martinique, their five-year-old Charolais cow. What
better way to illustrate the focus of farm transfer and support for future
farming generations!

For this purpose, the hall will have an additional 1,400 m² of floor
space. Wider, airier, and more spacious, Hall 3 will be able to
accommodate more stands and more livestock.
In partnership with INTERBEV, a new 14 x 9 m ring will be included
for extra animal presentations in addition to those in the main Zenith
cattle ring. Adjacent to this temporary ring will be a refreshment
area to host VIP guests during these presentations.

*Source: French Ministry of Agriculture and Food

The SOMMET in digital mode
Once more this year, visitors and exhibitors can connect with each other
using the MySommet app that is available on all the usual download sites.
MySommet provides a rich palette of services for both exhibitors and visitors
alike, to improve their “SOMMET” experience.
Over twenty features have been included in the app specifically for the event,
such as:
• Marketplace > digital catalogue and online purchase
of all the products and services present at the show

All the SOMMET is on
www.sommet-elevage-tv.fr
And so that you don’t miss any of the action at
the show, the SOMMET’s own web TV channel
broadcasts all the highlights both live and
on replay.

• Genetics forum > genetics-specific area highlighting
the characteristics of all the animals on show during
the 4 days of the SOMMET and the possibility to
contact their farmer-breeders
• Matchmaking Exhibitors with Visitors > artificial
intelligence that connects exhibitors and visitors
across different platforms, according to their
profiles and expectations
• My Diary > schedule your farm visits and B2B
meetings diary
•N
 ews > follow, in real time, a daily agricultural news
feed
•F
 arm visits > discover the excellence of French
livestock farming through a series of virtual farm
visits
• Food & Drinks > order online your plated meals,
canapés & drinks
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